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Streamline Open Payments Compliance with the
MedPro Concur Connect Suite of Solutions

Search, capture and export HCP data within
SAP Concur Invoice & SAP Concur Expense
The MedPro Concur Connect suite of solutions enable pharmaceutical and
medical device companies to effortlessly maintain compliance with physician
spend tracking regulations.
Eliminate manual entry of HCP attendee information

• Search from within SAP Concur Invoice and SAP Concur
Expense, and access Healthcare Practitioner (HCP)
information at the time of expense capture.
• Get real-time results from the MedProID® database,
containing 22 million records of all HCPs required for U.S.
federal and state compliance reporting.
• Quickly capture accurate, comprehensive HCP data
elements required to meet federal and state Open
Payments regulations, such as HCP Name, Address,
State License Number and NPI license number, Specialty,
Taxonomy Code, State Covered Recipient Number, and
much more.
• Instantly add data to a SAP Concur Invoice payment or
SAP Concur Expense report.

MEDPRO CONCUR CONNECT
EXPENSE
• Live search of all U.S. Healthcare
Practitioners in SAP Concur
Expense
• Over 300 customers on MedPro
Expense integration — 12 million
searches since 2012

MEDPRO CONCUR CONNECT
INVOICE
• Accurate HCP data and
identifiers in SAP Concur Invoice
for federal and state reporting
• A/P payments represent 80%
of expenses reported to Open
Payments

One step to export HCP data

• Automatically import Attendee Detail Extract (ADE)
files from SAP Concur to MedPro’s industry-leading
Porzio AggregateSpendID® solution or to any internally
developed or 3rd party Aggregate Spend reporting solution.
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MEDPRO CONCUR CONNECT
EXPORT
• Seamless export of default
SAP Concur Expense reports to
Porzio AggregateSpendID® or
any Aggregate Spend reporting
solution
• Automatically pull HCP Data
required for Open Payments/
Sunshine Act reporting right
from both Professional and
Standard versions of SAP
Concur Expense

MEDPRO SOLUTION BROCHURE

Live search of HCP databases within SAP Concur
reduces complexity and improves data quality
About MedPro Systems®
In business for more than 19 years, MedPro Systems® maintains over 500 active Life Sciences customers,
including 22 of the Top 25 pharmaceutical manufacturers. MedPro Systems® was founded for the purpose
of providing healthcare license solutions for the pharmaceutical and medical device industries based
upon a powerful combination of licensing data and information technology. The result is the industryleading license validation solution, MedProID®. To date, SAP Concur clients have conducted more than
9 million searches via Concur Connect into MedProID® practitioner database — a 22M record database
containing a comprehensive list of professionals.
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Advanced Practice Nurses
Audiologists
Chiropractors
Dental Hygienists
Dentists
Dietitians/ Nutritionists
Doctors of Osteopathy
Hearing Aid Dispensers
Homeopathic
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Licensed Practical Nurses
Medical Doctors (Incl. Trainees)
Naturopathic
Occupational Therapists
Optometrists/ Opticians
Perfusionists
Pharmacists
Pharmacy Technicians
Physical Therapists
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Physician Assistants
Podiatrists
Psychologists
Registered Nurses
Respiratory Care
Speech Pathologists
Social Workers
Veterinarians

In the first year of using MedPro Concur
Connect, over 600 Merz representatives
completed 36,000 searches for accurate HCP
data capture within SAP Concur Expense.

ABOUT SAP CONCUR

SAP® Concur® solutions simplify expense, travel, and invoice management for greater visibility and
control. For more than 20 years, these leading, innovative solutions have kept customers a step ahead
by delivering time-saving tools, connected spending data, and a dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners
and apps. User-friendly and business-ready, SAP Concur solutions unlock powerful insights that help
businesses reduce complexity and see spending clearly, so they can manage it proactively. For more
information, visit concur.com
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Learn more at concur.com
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